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Since the onset of the computer age, customers have been searching for ways to

increase systems availability, maximizing the return on their investment and keeping

their systems running continuously as much as possible. Traditionally, customers have

used a combination of hardware and software architecture and processes in an

attempt to address their continuous availability needs. In this paper, we introduce a

new approach to provide high availability which leverages technology for both

proactive and reactive support, while engaging a trusted support partner to automate

services. We show how automated problem reporting reduces problem resolution

time, often by sending the problem to a specialist rather than sending a generalist to

the problem. We describe how inventory reporting enables proactive support by

applying intellectual capital and knowledge to a specific customer configuration. We

also describe how the IBM Electronic Service Agente can be used as a foundation for

providing service automation and enabling a digital relationship that expands the

capabilities of the trusted support partner.

INTRODUCTION

As information technology (IT) systems scale in size

and complexity, the procedures used to monitor,

diagnose, and repair these systems have grown in

complexity as well. Companies that provide IT

support are able to utilize a variety of emerging

technologies to more rapidly detect and respond to

customer problems and solve them, in addition to

their proactive capabilities.

Delegating many aspects of system maintenance to a

trusted support partner (TSP) is an effective

approach to leveraging technology in this context.

Given the size and complexity of today’s computers,

it is no longer feasible to train IT staff to deal with

the complex problems that can arise. By using

service automation and a TSP, IT staffs are able to

spend more time managing the system rather than

dealing with system issues.

As an example of this approach, an IT professional

may receive an unexpected visit from the customer
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engineer of their TSP at their facility, despite having

made no service call and not expecting any

scheduled system maintenance. The customer en-

gineer may explain that he or she was automatically

contacted by the system when a device, such as a

power supply, experienced a failure. Although

device redundancy may have prevented this failure

from impacting system performance or availability,

the customer engineer would be sent to replace the

failing device. In this way, the customer engineer

could be said to be ‘‘virtually on-site’’ at all times,

thus ensuring a high degree of system availability.

In this paper, we discuss the technologies that TSPs

use to respond faster, simplify problem determina-

tion, and proactively support customers seeking a

high degree of availability. We discuss five service

automation technologies that TSPs are using to

provide continuous availability to their customers:

1) Remote connection, with which the TSP specialist

can be virtually sitting next to the IT administrator;

2) Call-home services, a technology that ensures that

the TSP has the most accurate error information

within minutes of a failure; 3) Search with inventory,

which allows customers to search through TSP

knowledge bases without having to wade through a

plethora of unrelated data; 4) Fix download function,

which keeps the system up to date with the latest

fixes; and 5) Personalized recommendations that

enable the TSP to suggest changes that are autho-

rized for specific customer configurations. In addi-

tion, we explore key factors in choosing a TSP and

the benefits of using service automation.

Background
In today’s business environment, advanced tech-

nology is being used in new ways to solve problems.

Our personal digital assistants hold more data than

the largest mainframes of 30 years ago; our cars

have technology that Henry Ford would have never

have imagined; and we can access the Internet from

our cell phones. In the same way, technologies such

as service automation offer new methods that can

resolve computer problems much more rapidly than

in the past.

Faster problem resolution is an important aspect in

achieving higher availability. Much has been written

over the years about products and procedures to

optimize availability; much less has been written

about working with a TSP as a key component of

providing availability. Often the support discussion

focuses on the two ends of the spectrum: total in-

house support or total outsourcing. The use of a TSP

with service automation enables the best of both

worlds: the control of in-house support as well as

access to the incremental knowledge resources

gained with outsourcing.

The goal of continuous availability can only be

achieved when system issues are resolved quickly.

Redundancy and fail-over technologies are helpful,

but only serve to handle the initial problem event,

leaving the issue of resolving the problem and

restoring redundancy to be settled subsequently.

Related work

In connection with the topic of high availability and

service automation in the industry, Gartner, Inc.

conducts yearly surveys that include companies that

utilize external service providers. In a 2006 user

survey report,
1

Gartner stated that user acceptance

of automated support tools is growing rapidly. From

2005 to 2006, there was a growth of 20 percent in

the use of methods that employ automation for the

resolution of support incidents.

This Gartner report documented that ‘‘the use of

automated diagnostic tools and self-service to

resolve critical incidents has almost doubled [from

2005 to 2006], to the point where it has displaced

on-site ESP (external service provider) support for

the resolution of software support incidents. This

includes the use of automated diagnostic tools, self-

service, and e-support that have embedded

support automation technology.’’
1

The report also showed that ‘‘the trends from the

past two surveys indicate that support services that

are assisted by support automation tools and

technology have reached a par with traditional,

human-powered support. Many organizations are

still using and will continue to use human-powered

support unassisted by technology, but it is not the

dominant force that it was.’’

These findings are especially significant in an

industry in which vendors have traditionally mar-

keted their ability to provide personalized, face-to-

face support. Not only have service providers

supported the transition to service automation, as

will be discussed later, but customers have come to

expect such solutions as standard fare. In fact, the

same 2006 Gartner survey found that respondents
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rated the importance of access to e-support tools at

5.3 on a seven-point scale.

E-support and service automation is a broad topic

without an industry-accepted definition. Service

providers and customers may have differing defini-

tions on what constitutes service automation.

However, industry research and development relat-

ed to service automation can be grouped into three

categories: (1) remote support; (2) call-home ser-

vices; and (3) Web services.

Remote support

As discussed in more detail later in this paper,

remote support is the ability for the customer and

the service provider to share an electronic connec-

tion for the purpose of servicing an IT problem. This

can range from simple online chat to the full control

of the system and software by the service provider,

when granted by the customer. Research in this

support technology has been developed into mar-

ketable tools that aid customers. For example, IBM

uses its secure Assist On-site tool
2

to enable the

customer to chat electronically, engage in read-only

system viewing, and exercise full remote system

control. Many other large service providers employ

this type of tool as well. For example, Hewlett-

Packard (HP) Company markets one type of

interface over the Web with its Instant Support

Professional Edition for desktop and mobile com-

puting.
3

Sun Microsystems, Inc., bundles remote

servicing with its Net Connect Services.
4

Call-home services

As with remote support, definitions for call-home

solutions vary, from manual retrieval and submis-

sion of system information to the service provider to

fully customizable, automated electronic problem

submission and associated fix delivery. IBM markets

the latter call-home capabilities with its no-charge

Electronic Service Agent* (ESA) product,
5

which is

customized to each of the IBM product lines. The

architecture of this service is shown in Figure 1. The

automated call-home offering for servers available

from HP is branded under the Instant Support

Enterprise Edition, with varying features, depending

on service plans.
3

Sun Microsystems offers its Net

Connect Services for its SPARC systems and

Connected Services for storage.
4

Regardless of the call-home definition, feature set,

and technology implementation among the service

providers in the market, it is clear by the sheer

abundance of offerings that call-home services are

becoming ubiquitous and are responding to cus-

tomer demand. Service providers are using this

technology to provide faster and more accurate

support to their customers.

Web services

The term Web services covers tools and solutions

from the service provider to the customer that are

delivered online—especially those that deliver pro-

active and self-help support. Even as early as 2001,

Gartner recognized the growing shift to Web

services as a means for resolving critical situations.

Its report states: ‘‘The ability for customers to

receive effective software support in critical situa-

tions will continue to be a factor that governs

increased adoption of Web technologies over tele-

phone-based support. The balance will shift much

more quickly when customers perceive the Web as

an effective means for resolving critical situations.’’
6

In that same 2001 report, Gartner observed that ‘‘the

two-year trend of customers using more Internet-

based support is a signal that vendor investment in

Web support sites has been worthwhile.’’

Web services can take the form of a simple user-

accessible database with hints and tips for their

systems. More often, however, Web services are

used to deliver additional value to customers—such

as preventative maintenance recommendations and

system performance metrics—using data obtained

from their systems to deliver a personalized, self-

service solution.

The Web services area is one of increasing user

acceptance and attention. A 2005 Gartner study

found that ‘‘the trends in this survey indicate that

the IT infrastructure is becoming more difficult to

manage and the risk factors have increased. In 2004,

users of technology dramatically increased pressure

on their support providers to lower the cost of

support or add more value to the services provided.

The types of services they value most are proactive

services that avoid a loss of availability or loss of

worker productivity.’’
7

As further evidence of this trend, the 2006 Gartner

study shows that 74 percent of users surveyed

expected to pay the same price or less for access to a

Web-service type of self-service support from their

service provider. Meanwhile, 48 percent of users

conceded that they now expected to pay more for
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on-site support.
5

When asked what features they

want in a support contract, 33 percent of users

responded that they would want more self-service

support offered by their service provider, and 47

percent wanted more preventive and proactive

support.

Those results are illustrative of the changing

demand in the user arena. After what may have

once been regarded as a ‘‘we break, you fix’’ support

mentality, customers are now demanding that

service providers offer tools that help users help

themselves. A joint SSPA (Service and Support

Professionals Association) Research and Citrix On-

line white paper reinforces this notion. It states: ‘‘By

moving away from the current ‘break/fix’ technical-

support model by providing a value-added customer

experience, organizations can gain a significant

business advantage. Positioning maintenance and

support as a true value-add rather than an insurance
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Service automation with IBM Electronic Service Agent
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policy that provides protection in the event of a

problem is not yet a mainstream approach. Yet there

are clear signs that the traditional reactive support

offering is no longer meeting the needs and

expectations of customers.’’
8

It is evident that the service provider market has

gravitated toward the Web service value proposi-

tion, and these tools are being offered as a differ-

entiator to customers. For example, IBM has created

a sizeable portfolio of Web services, ranging from a

presentation of customer systems, software, and

firmware levels, to advanced offerings of version

comparisons, downloads, and customized recom-

mendations for performance. HP, Sun Microsys-

tems, BMC Software, Inc., and others have also

devoted much research and development to this

area. Each has an array of offerings for customers to

help tune their systems for performance and avoid

system errors.

In this paper, we focus on five key technologies used

by IBM to optimize service automation and increase

system availability. These optimizations enhance

and supplement traditional processes, procedures,

and product technologies used for redundancy or

fail-over to achieve the highest levels of availability.

Employing service automation and a TSP can give

customers access to a worldwide virtual network of

some of the best support engineers in the industry.

The power of a global team of support engineers

helps customers solve the most complex problems

quickly. By bringing the problem to the specialist

instead of sending a generalist to the problem, TSPs

can ensure that the correct person is working on the

appropriate problem and has the proper informa-

tion. Moreover, if needed, these support engineers

can communicate directly with the developer who

wrote the code or designed the component to ensure

an exact understanding of the intended function of

the code or component. The power of this global

network is minutes away, should the system

encounter a problem. By leveraging problem man-

agement systems and early identification of repeat-

ing problems, automation can significantly reduce

MTTR (mean time to repair). Identifying problem

trends with similar assets can clarify failure patterns

and proactively suggest replacement prior to asset

failure. Additionally, by leveraging asset informa-

tion, one can identify problematic assets, often

leading to the purchase of a higher-quality part

which is less prone to failure.

Many problem incidents are the result of change. By

leveraging the CCMDB (change and configuration

management database), changes to a customer

inventory can be rolled back to the last known

configuration, in order to resolve an incident.

Definitions

In this section, we define some of the key terms to

be used throughout this paper.

Service

The most common definition of IT service manage-

ment (ITSM) is a discipline for managing IT systems

that is philosophically centered on the customer’s

perspective of the contribution of IT to the busi-

ness.
9

The definition of service as used throughout

this paper is that of the relationship between a

customer and a TSP; in this case, two companies

working together to achieve continuous availability.

Service Automation

Service automation is simply the practice of auto-

mating the process used by TSPs in delivering

service and support to customers. This most often

occurs by securely transmitting information be-

tween the customers’ systems and the TSP, but can

occur in many other ways. One of the key

technologies IBM uses for service automation

between IBM and its customers is IBM Electronic

Service Agent.

Trusted support partner

A trusted support partner (TSP) is a service provider

that provides both hardware and software support

for customers’ computer systems. The TSP works

with the IT team to ensure that systems are running

smoothly. TSPs deal with complex issues on a daily

basis and are trained to resolve the most complex of

problems effectively. A TSP works closely with the

IT administrators to optimize support of customer

systems.

Inventory

The term inventory is used throughout this paper to

represent system environment information. This

may be hardware, operating system (OS), software,

and performance information pertaining to custom-

er systems. It represents the operating environment

of a system and does not include user data. For
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example, while it may include database product and

configuration data, it would not include the data

records within the database.

Security and privacy
Ensuring security and privacy is arguably the most

important criterion when using the service automa-

tion tools that this paper outlines. Without adhering

to strict security standards, service automation is

simply an excellent concept that would not be

adopted. This section is by no means a compre-

hensive study of the intricacies of all security

protocols. Rather, it is an overview of security

processes that should be employed and understood

by both customers and TSPs when engaging in

electronic support relationships.

By limiting what is sent and using Internet security

protocols, customers can rest assured that security is

maintained because no customer data is sent, but

only system inventory information, as defined

previously. This information is vital for TSPs to

obtain the correct information at the right time to

provide the appropriate support. Having the most

accurate error information allows TSPs to assign the

right resources on the front end to ensure that

problems are resolved as quickly as possible. By

using Internet security protocols, the information is

treated in the same way as a financial transaction is

treated, yet the information transmitted has no value

to Internet hackers. To ensure privacy, the inventory

information must be treated as confidential, with

strict authentication required to access it once it is

stored within the TSP system. Logging access to the

information is also required for auditing purposes.

Security is a concern of every IT professional. The

fear of data loss or intrusion often limits us, and

stringent policies have been created to protect

systems. Many customers will not even consider

employing service automation in fear of such

attacks. Even so, increasing numbers of financial

transactions cross the Internet each day. In the

context of service automation inventory, the infor-

mation that is transmitted consists of CPU serial

numbers, part numbers, microcode levels, OS

versions, patches, OS configuration parameters, and

descriptions of installed software. This information

is critical for resolving complex problems quickly

and is extremely valuable to support engineers.

Service automation tools only send information

relating to the system and the operating environ-

ment, not customer business data such as database

information or financial records. The information

sent is that which is relevant to resolving problems.

When assessing service automation security, an

important factor is that communication is initiated

by the customer and in cases like call-home services,

the information flows only in one direction: from the

customer’s system to the TSP. With this one-way

communication, customers can be assured that the

state of their system is not altered. Additionally,

using this technology does not add any security

vulnerabilities.

In general, Internet security protocols enable cus-

tomers to safely transmit inventory, performance,

and error information automatically to TSPs to

reduce problem resolution time.

FIVE SERVICE AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

In this section we describe in more detail five key

technologies that help customers achieve continu-

ous availability.

Remote connection

A key advancement in faster problem diagnosis is

the ability to have the expert ‘‘virtually’’ in front of

the customer’s computer. Remote connection tech-

nology gives the customer the ability to connect the

system to a TSP in real time. Remote screen viewing

provides a safe and secure method for a support

engineer to see or control the operating console of

the system. This can be used in two key ways: 1) the

support engineer can effectively look over the

customer’s shoulder to see what is being typed and

the responses, but cannot control the system; or 2)

the support engineer can control the system while

the customer can (in effect) look over the shoulder

of the support engineer.

It is important to note that in addition to this being a

secure connection, it is a connection that can only

be initiated by the customer. In other words, it is

not possible for the TSP or anyone else to connect to

the system unless the customer initiates the

connection. In addition, the customer can break the

connection at any time during the process. They

remain in full control of the system, and there is no

security vulnerability when the remote connection

tool is not in use.
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This tool is important to high availability because it

gives the expert remote access to the failing system,

for faster problem resolution. This technology

allows the support expert who works with similar

types of problems on a daily basis to access the

customer’s system. In years past, TSPs had to send

the expert to the customer site to observe what was

happening, or to rely on the customer to describe the

problem over the phone. When minutes of down-

time are so expensive, having the expert travel to the

customer is infeasible. Precise knowledge of the

failing component has always been a key factor in

fast problem resolution, and remote connection

tools enable the person with the proper knowledge

to be virtually in front of the customer’s system

within minutes, rather than hours or days.

A 2007 IBM support survey found that 88 percent of

customers using the IBM Assist On-site remote

connection tool saved an average of more 60

minutes per call. In some cases, this meant that

hours of downtime were avoided. Thus, it is clear

that remote connectivity tools significantly reduce

problem resolution time.

How remote connection works

While the customer is on the phone with a support

engineer, they are directed to a secure Web page.

The support representative provides them with a

unique connection code to initiate the screen-

sharing session.

The customer is prompted to download a small

(500 KB) Web-browser plug-in. With customer

permission, the support representative can view the

screen and share control of the mouse and keyboard

of the customer. The customer is in full control of

the system at all times. The customer always has

overriding control of the mouse and keyboard, and

can end the screen-sharing session at any time. IBM

uses its own Assist On-site product to provide

remote connection services between support engi-

neers and customer systems.

Call-home services
The second component of service automation

includes call-home services, which enable systems

to electronically and automatically send error

notifications to the TSP. In most implementations, a

hardware or software agent monitors the customer

system for errors and automatically sends a report

describing these errors to the TSP. Traditionally, this

technology has been used on mainframes and high-

end storage devices. In early versions, call-home

services only sent error codes. This technology

detected a problem and collected problem determi-

nation information and system environment infor-

mation that could be used to resolve the problem.

With the advent of the Internet and the availability

of higher bandwidth, it is now possible to send more

error information with the problem details, which

often enables support engineers to resolve the

problem faster. Advancements in problem filtering

help ensure that only those events that require

attention from the TSP will be sent.

The purpose of call-home services is to increase

system availability by enabling faster responses to

customer problems, providing better problem diag-

nosis with more accurate information, and avoiding

unplanned outages through predictive maintenance.

The advantage of automatically and electronically

calling the TSP support center is faster system

problem notification to the TSP and faster problem

resolution by the TSP. This is achieved by providing

machine-reported error codes and system informa-

tion at the time of the failure and avoiding

unplanned outages by reporting soft errors before

they become failing components. As an integrated

component of the TSP call management systems,

call-home technology provides additional time

savings resulting from routing the problem to the

correct problem management queue based on the

type of error encountered and the location of the

customer. This contributes to both the speed and

accuracy of problem resolution.

Case studies have shown that the use of call-home

services reduces problem resolution times by up to

20 percent.
3

Customer demand is growing for call-

home tools to be available for all systems. In

addition to more platform support, greater func-

tionality and more automation is needed. In

response to this demand, call-home services have

evolved considerably during the past several years.

A key capability of call-home services is the ability

to keep the TSP informed of the most-current

inventory configuration on the customer’s system.

The inventory is checked daily and updates are sent

to the TSP when changes occur. In this way, the

support engineer always has access to the latest

configuration information. Other capabilities, such

as being able to search knowledge bases with
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inventory and providing TSP recommendations to

the customer, will be discussed later in this paper.

The most popular feature of call-home services

among customers is the problem-reporting capabil-

ity. The services monitor error logs and automati-

cally report errors directly to the TSP call-

management system when a failure occurs. At the

TSP, the error text and additional error data is used

to search through knowledge bases to help the

support engineer with the initial problem diagnosis

and resolution. Within minutes of the failure, the

TSP has the exact machine-reported error text and

problem data, the latest inventory of the specific

machine, and the key knowledge articles associated

with that failure. In the case of some leading call-

home solutions, such as the IBM System i* platform,

searching the knowledge base with the error

information will automatically invoke the download

of corrective fixes to resolve the problem. In most

cases, the information put into the call management

product-specific queue at the nearest support center

enables the TSP to assign the correct resource and

start working on the problem immediately, even if

the customer is not available at the time.

Call-home services use HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer

Protocol over Secure Socket Layer) or VPN (virtual

private networks) as security protocols. Firewalls

and proxy firewalls are supported. Both broadband

and dial-up connections are offered. Broadband

connections are encouraged, given the amount of

error data that can be sent at times. Transmitting

information between customers and the TSP se-

curely and safely is a top priority.

IBM uses the Electronic Service Agent product for

call-home services on many of its platforms and

storage devices, and it is the foundation of many

advanced service automation technologies that IBM

uses to increase systems availability.

Advanced search using inventory

The ability to conduct relevant Internet searches has

been a business and household need for more than a

decade. The problem many users face is the

overwhelming amount of data that is returned from

a search. It can take a great deal of time to sift

through all the search results. Advanced search

using inventory is a technology that marries the

customer’s specific inventory information with the

knowledge base of the TSP. By searching within the

specific system inventory, the customer can reduce

the time spent searching by including only those

articles which are relevant to the target system.

In the support industry, many TSPs offer the ability

to search through their knowledge bases. Advanced

search using inventory accommodates the way key

words are formatted as well as inclusion or

exclusion parameters of the specific search engine

the TSP is using. Advanced search using inventory

removes the knowledge articles that are not relevant

to the specific system configuration because of fix

patches that have already been applied, down-level

software, or articles that do not apply to the

particular OS or platform.

Advanced search using inventory has two distinct

availability benefits: 1) faster access to knowledge

relating to fixes for systems exhibiting problem

symptoms; and 2) proactive avoidance of hardware

or software failures (i.e., early detection before a

major problem arises). As a result, customers spend

less time debugging a potential hardware or

software issue on their own, especially if the target

system is down. For example, a customer may be

searching for a Java** problem on their system. A

standard knowledge base search engine may return

thousands of potential hits. With an advanced

search using inventory tool, however, the customer

could simply select the system on which they have

the Java problem, and the search engine would

automatically reconcile with the available inventory

data and remove all articles that do not pertain to

that system. By using the inventory that is collected

with the call-home solution, the current manufac-

turer and version levels of Java are known to the

system. This allows the customer to easily view only

relevant articles, and not have to review information

that does not pertain to their level of Java.

Figures 2 and 3 show an example of how search

using inventory narrows down the search results of

a particular Java virtual machine problem occurring

on a specific real-life system. This example nar-

rowed down the results from more than 4000 results

to only four. In most cases, over 90 percent of the

articles are removed from the search results. With

less data to review, the customer can quickly find

the information they seek.

For systems that are running, customers can find

documented issues through periodic searches using

current system information gathered by the call-

home tool, and apply preventive fixes to avoid
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outages. As in the first example, a customer can

more easily find the latest Java patch to avoid a

future problem. In the high-availability arena,

preventive action can be a key factor to avoiding

failover and downtime.

Implementations of advanced search using inven-

tory technology vary. IBM offers a solution named

My Search provided by IBM Electronic Services.

Customers can perform the following steps to take

advantage of this technology:

1. Enable IBM Electronic Service Agent on the target

system.

2. Associate a customer IBM ID with that activation.

3. Log on to www.ibm.com/support/electronic with

the IBM ID.

4. Access My Search (the customer is presented

with a list of the systems that are associated with

this IBM ID).

5. Select a system and perform a search based on

the precise system inventory that Electronic

Service Agent has sent to IBM Support.

Figure 2
Search without filtering
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Fix download function

The fourth high-availability technology used by

TSPs is the ability to provide system fixes automat-

ically and electronically. The design of this compo-

nent is relatively straightforward. A list of

previously installed fixes is compared with the

recommended list of fixes to produce a specific list

of recommended fixes to be downloaded for a

specific system.

Keeping customers’ systems up to date is vital to

increasing and maintaining availability. As systems

become more complex and software is supported

under more platforms, it becomes increasingly

challenging to test all possible scenarios before

shipping a product. Therefore, there are often

program temporary fixes (PTFs) that are released in

response to problems that occur after a product is

released. While not many vendors publish the fact

that there are bugs in their code, fixes or patches are

a realistic part of managing a system. For example,

as of Windows** XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), there

have been 1147 fixes as released in SP1
10

and SP2.
11

Not every OS or product releases service packs as

new changes are introduced into the system, but IT

administrators must decide what fixes they should

apply, as well as which they should not apply.

Determining which fixes should be introduced into

the data center deployment cycle can become a

daunting task.

A fix download solution acts as a safety net to catch

new fixes as they become available. A list of

products and fixes from the customer system or

systems is created for use based on the recom-

mended fixes list of the TSP. This list is used to

specify which fixes are required to download.

Figure 3
Search after filtering with inventory
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An application or Web page queries the TSP

recommended fix download application within the

TSP infrastructure. The customer is given the option

to choose mandatory, critical, or recommended fixes

to be downloaded. A list of fixes to be downloaded is

generated, and those specific fixes are downloaded

to a customer system. More advanced functionality

associated with some systems management solu-

tions allows for mass distribution of fixes to many

systems at one time.

One technology IBM uses to provide a fix download

solution is the IBM Director Update Manager

capability. The IBM Director Update Manager

function of the IBM Systems Director product

ensures that customer systems always have the

recommended fixes installed.

Personalized recommendations
The fifth technology component of electronic sup-

port for highly available systems is described as

personalized recommendations. This concept uses

the intellectual capital of the TSP and stretches

beyond the capabilities of search by using an

inventory. Personalized recommendations technol-

ogy is defined as the use of proactive recommen-

dations from the TSP for the customer environment,

ranging from a simple approach specifying the

download of a specific fix to more-complex, best-

practices advice addressing the entire configuration.

Recommendations can consist of alerts to the

customer, warnings of performance limits based on

historical workload, and technology improvements

to help the business run more effectively. In keeping

with the goal of highly available systems, person-

alized recommendations access the intellectual

capital of the TSP based on specific customer

configurations using customer inventory and lever-

aging the vast intellectual property of the ISP—fixes,

documentation, best practices, security, and tech-

nology that is potentially to be released—to proac-

tively assist the customer in optimizing availability.

A report from the TSP may describe fixes, configu-

ration changes, performance status and enhance-

ments, and alerts for potential problems, all of

which use the inventory of real customer systems.

This type of ongoing report helps the customer

avoid future outages, whether those outages are due

to system bugs or performance overload, and thus

enhance system and business availability. Further-

more, by automating these recommendations, cus-

tomers are able to access key information in helping

them manage their systems.

Proactive, personalized recommendations can help

identify incompatibilities, out-of-date versions of

software and microcode, and configuration param-

eters that can be changed to optimize performance.

Comparing real collected inventory information

against known efficient configurations results in

proven recommendations, rather than educated

suggestions.

To establish personalized recommendations, call-

home services are first installed to enable sending

the inventory to the TSP. Once it is sent to the TSP, it

is stored in a database to be used for querying. The

customer’s Web ID is activated to ensure access to

inventory information on the Web. As new config-

uration issues are identified, the inventory is

searched for customer systems that may be suscep-

tible to the particular issue. The query is run on a

nightly or weekly basis and systems are identified

that may have a potential problem. When the

customer visits the Web site, they are notified of the

potential problem and given a recommendation

concerning how to resolve the problem. IBM uses

the My Notifications service provided by IBM

Electronic Services as its solution for personalized

recommendations.

These five technologies can significantly improve

the ability of the TSP to provide fast problem

resolution and proactive support. Automating many

of the support tasks can ensure that availability is

maximized. Figure 4 shows some of the elements

that contribute to this support.

The following sections offer some insight into

choosing a TSP, as well as additional benefits of a

robust support automation solution.

CHOOSING A TRUSTED SUPPORT PARTNER

As stated, these tools can go a long way in assisting

the TSP to provide support. As we approach systems

that run a trillion lines of code, an army of support

personnel would be needed without tools such as

these.

IT professionals must determine whether the TSP

provides fixes for the entire solution, or if work with

several vendors is required to do so. To achieve

continuous availability it is vital to be able to hold a
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TSP accountable. So while employing service

automation tools is important, it is equally impor-

tant to use a TSP that can effectively resolve all

problems that may occur on the system.

Another key factor in a TSP is experience and

background in designing and providing continuous

availability plans. A TSP should have the experience

and expertise to keep systems running smoothly.

Other factors include the global nature of the

company, its ability to offer a complete solution of

hardware and software services and support, and a

support structure that is customized to specific

business needs.

A critical aspect in selecting a TSP is trust, because it

allows a customer to step beyond its current

boundaries to leverage service automation to max-

imize availability. While there have been great

advancements in technology in this field, there is

certainly room for much more. Companies like IBM

are investing heavily in these technologies as a more

efficient way to support customers. As these

customer efficiencies are exploited, the customer

benefits by faster problem resolution, which has a

direct impact on availability.

BENEFITS
In addition to continuous availability, there are a

number of other benefits customers can obtain by

using service automation and a TSP.

By using remote support automation, doing business

with large TSPs is facilitated because the TSPs have

access to the information required to know cus-

tomers better. Sharing the operating environment

inventory changes the relationship between the

customer and the TSP. Less time is spent on trying

to resolve IT issues and more time is spent on IT

business management.

Training IT personnel to manage today’s complex

computer systems is a daunting task. Often, a team

of people is needed to support and manage these

systems adequately. By employing a TSP and using

service automation, IT personnel can be trained

more in managing systems rather than diagnosing

problems. This can optimize the number of staff

required to support today’s complex IT systems.

Access to the right people at the right time to resolve

problems quickly is vital for providing continuous

availability. Given the huge amount of hardware

and software involved in today’s IT systems, the

task to support them is even larger.

Faster problem resolution is achieved with service

automation. There have been a number of case

studies that show problem resolution time is

decreased by up to 20 percent through the use of

service automation technologies.
3

When applying

technology to the problem resolution process, there

Customer environment “My Web Portal” IBM intellectual capital

• Hardware inventory
  - Microcode levels
  - Capacity
  - Configuration

• Software inventory
  - Program temporary fix
  - Product configuration  

Personalized portal for 
business partners and
customers

• Internal knowledge bases
• Redbooks
• Support centers
• Engineering
• Entitlement systems
• Contracting engines
• Other knowledge
  repositories   

ELECTRONIC SERVICES WEB SITE

Inventory analytics engine

Delivering IBM intellectual
capital specific to the 
customer environment

Figure 4
Proactive support with a trusted support partner
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are a number of ways the process is optimized. The

time delays in recognizing the problem, reporting

the problem, and resolving the problem present

many opportunities to introduce technology that

speeds up the process.

The combination of reactive support that call-home

services provides, along with proactive support

providing a deeper understanding of the customer

through inventory collection, offers a well-balanced

approach to supporting customers at a new level. By

using technology to fill the gaps in remote support

and making the problem information portable, a

new level of access to experts around the world can

be opened up.

Possibilities for the future

When using service automation and a TSP, the

possibilities for the future of support services are

quite significant, based on the power of combining

the customer environment and error information

located at the customer site with the intellectual

capital within a TSP.

One such possibility is the following. Customers

would like to have the support provider notify them

of potential problems based on their exact configu-

ration. Support providers may send out copious

information, but often it is hard to determine

whether it pertains to a given system. Providing

continuous availability requires knowledge of what

problems may arise and what problems have

occurred with similar configurations.

CONCLUSION

Reducing the time needed to solve problems has a

direct impact on systems availability. Many hard-

ware-based configurations and software products

help keep systems functioning in the event of system

errors, but the cause of the outage still must be

addressed to return the environment to full avail-

ability.

In this paper, we have introduced five technology

components that enhance any high-availability

strategy by providing fast and accurate problem

resolution. Use of these tools, whether indepen-

dently or in tandem, will result in decreased

downtime and avoidance of IT failures.

These components leverage available technology for

proactive and reactive support and use the knowl-

edge base and support infrastructure of a TSP. With

remote connection, the expert can virtually sit in

front of the console and resolve problems quickly as

they see what is happening firsthand. Call-home

services quickly and accurately send problems to the

experts at the TSP, resulting in faster resolution.

Search with inventory allows customers to find

information faster by producing search results that

are relevant to the customer’s IT environment. The

fix download function keeps systems up to date,

providing short turnaround times for microcode

fixes, and helping avoid potential problems. Per-

sonalized recommendations leverage the entire

knowledge base of the TSP and proactively deliver

best practices, updates, and performance recom-

mendations to the customer.

Choosing and working with a TSP that exploits these

technologies helps to ensure that customers have a

complete continuous-availability plan that addresses

even the most complex IT solution. Today, hun-

dreds of thousands of customers and TSPs are

enjoying the benefits of service automation. No

longer do TSPs send generalists out to the problem:

service automation enables the problem data to be

sent to the specialists. In the future, we expect

technology to meet growing demands and foster

business relationships that enhance continuous

availability.

*Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation in the United
States, other countries, or both.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Sun
Microsystems, Inc., or Microsoft Corporation in the United
States, other countries, or both.
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